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WORST CASE: TJSA UNDERCOVER INVESTIGATION 2021

Huge ‘mastercases’ of illicit cigarettes are flooding
the market and looting South Africa of billions
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

T

NOVEMBER 2021

his shocking new undercover investigation by
Tax Justice South Africa (TJSA) shows that
criminal manufacturers are flooding shops
with tax-evading cigarettes and looting the
country at record levels.
Less than a year after our first national probe revealed
the ruinous extent of the world’s biggest black market,
our latest operation in three major cities has discovered that the menace of South Africa’s illicit cigarette
trade is getting even worse.
We secretly filmed shopkeepers selling – openly and
unchecked – cigarettes at up to four times below the
legally feasible price in 96% of the stores visited in
Cape Town, Johannesburg and Pretoria.
And we discovered that it’s not just illicit packs and
cartons that are on offer. Criminal manufacturers are
now flooding the market with mastercases – large boxes, each containing 500 packs, at breathtakingly low
prices. These bulk illicit cigarettes are not just available
at wholesalers, but almost everywhere, even in small
shops.

•

•

Once we’d bought as much as we could carry,
shopkeepers encouraged us to contact them again
for more illegal purchases, proving the supply of
illicit cigarettes exceeds demand.

•

Despite the detailed dossier of evidence gathered in
our first investigation, which was handed to SARS
and SAPS, brands belonging to certain licensed
manufacturers still dominate the illicit market.

In December last year our researcher bought illegal
cigarettes in 42 of the 43 stores he visited in Cape
Town, Durban, Johannesburg and Pretoria. All purchases were recorded using a hidden camera.

And, again, we have the film evidence to prove it.
•

•

Our mystery shopper, wearing a hidden camera,
bought illicit cigarettes in huge volumes – up to
500 packs at a time – proving that the retail sector
is being overwhelmed by criminal suppliers.

The same methods were employed in the second investigation in Cape Town, Johannesburg and Pretoria
as we attempted to buy cartons (10 packs) and mastercases (50 cartons/500 packs) at prices below the
Minimum Collectible Tax (MCT) of R21.60 per pack of 20.

Stores are openly selling illicit cigarettes at prices up to four times lower than the legally feasible
price – and 20% cheaper than before – proving
that even more tax is being evaded.

Our researcher bought a total of 5 691 packs of cigarettes, in 36 purchases at more than 20 stores, for
R52,141. That amounts to significantly less than half of
the tax that should have been paid on them. It equates
to just R9.16 per pack.

Shopkeepers openly offered these illicit cigarettes,
proving they’re either ignorant of the laws or confident those laws won’t be enforced.
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Twice we bought mastercases for just R3 000 – or R6
per pack, less than one third of the taxes that should
have been paid on them. The MCT for a mastercase
is R10 800. Other key findings from our investigation
include:
•

In over half the stores visited, we bought cigarettes
for no more than R10 per pack, less than half the
legal tax rate

•

Brands owned by Gold Leaf Tobacco Corporation
(GLTC) were readily available at illegal prices, including Chicago, Remington Gold, Sahawi, Savannah and Sharp

•

We bought mastercases of Remington Gold (x2),
Chicago, Sahawi and Sharp for well below the MCT

•
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•

Brands owned by members of the Fair-Trade Independent Tobacco Association (FITA) were also
available at a fraction of the legal rate

•

These included brands belonging to Afroberg (Cape
– R6 per pack), Carnilinx (Shasha – R7, VIP – R9,
Mega – R12.5, JFK – R15, Premium – R19, Richman
– R19), and Best Tobacco (Caesar – R16)

Industry estimates show that illegal sales now account
for more than half of South Africa’s cigarette trade.
This black market – the biggest in the world – will rob
the fiscus of more than R19 billion in unpaid duty this
year alone. At a time when our country needs every
cent to combat the pandemic and rebuild our shattered
economy, we cannot tolerate this industrial-scale looting.
Tax Justice SA urges authorities to treat the illicit
cigarette trade as a national priority and sets out a
seven-point plan below to rid us of this scourge once
and for all.

We bought 500 packs of Remington Gold (for
R4 300 – R8.6 per pack) in full sight of a police
headquarters just 100m away

BACKGROUND

R7bn every year in uncollected excise tax revenue due
to the illicit cigarette market.1

Excise duty on cigarettes – currently R18.78 per pack
of 20 – is payable by the manufacturer as soon as the
cigarettes leave the factory gates. Therefore, if excise
has been paid and the cigarettes are legal, this cost
should be ‘baked in’ all the way along the chain as the
cigarettes are sold to wholesalers, retailers and finally
consumers. 15% VAT is also payable, bringing the
Minimum Collectible Tax (MCT) to R21.60 per pack,
before taking into account the costs of raw material,
production and profit margin.

On 27 March 2020, the SA Government introduced a
ban on the sale of all tobacco products in an attempt to
control the spread of COVID-19. All cigarettes became
illicit. However, a study by the Research Unit on the
Economics of Excisable Products (REEP) at University
of Cape Town (UCT) four months later, at the height of
the ban, found that 93% of smokers were able to buy
on the black market, thereby normalising the purchase
of illicit cigarettes in mainstream society.2

If any cigarettes are sold below R21.60 per pack the
necessary taxes cannot have been paid and should
therefore be regarded as illicit.

The ban drove formerly law-abiding consumers from
legal brands manufactured by multinationals towards
brands belonging to manufacturers that already had
production and distribution networks capable of evading tax and excise.3

For cigarette manufacture to be economically viable as
a business, a minimum sale price would be at least
R26.50 - where all due tax and excise has been paid
and production, distribution and margin costs are included. In reality, a sustainable retail price would be
even higher, according to experts.

A REEP study in July 2020 showed that the market
share of multinational tobacco companies (British
American Tobacco, Philip Morris International, Japan
Tobacco International and Imperial Tobacco) had
collapsed from 74% to just 17%.4

Yet cigarettes have been available at suspiciously low
prices in South Africa for many years. In 2018, it was
estimated that the National Treasury was losing over
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With legal brands largely unavailable, the market was
flooded with illegal alternatives. Brands registered to
manufacturers such as Gold Leaf Tobacco Corporation
(GLTC) and Carnilinx were widely available, and these
producers greatly gained market share as a direct
result of the ban.

A

At that time excise duty was R17.40 per pack and the
MCT was R20.01.
Our mystery shopper entered each outlet to make test
buys at R20.00 or below.
He bought cigarettes for as little as R7.20 a packet. He
was often offered (on video) a further discount if he
bought cartons, suggesting the price being paid further
up the distribution chain was even lower. There was
open disregard – or even disrespect – for the laws and
their enforcement, with one trader declaring: “F*** the
police.”

Based on REEP research, the cigarette producers with
the largest market share during the ban were GLTC
(26%), Carnilinx (14%), Best Tobacco (11%) and Amalgamated Tobacco Manufacturers (ATM, 10%). As REEP
concluded: “Our results show that the market for
cigarettes, which had previously been dominated by
multinationals (MNCs), has now been captured by
local companies and, to a lesser extent, by imported
cigarettes.”5

Our mystery shopper bought 34 different brands for
R20.00 or under – all on film. We were offered the
same familiar brands time and again in different outlets
and different cities. Of the 34 brands sold to us for
less than MCT, GLTC (8), Carnilinx (6), Best Tobacco
(4), Afroberg (4), ATM (4) and the Zimbabwean brand
Pacific (4) accounted for 30. Between them, GLTC and
members of FITA accounted for two-thirds (23).

These four companies dominating the illicit market
were, or had been, members of the trade body the FairTrade Independent Tobacco Association (FITA). ATM
left FITA in 2019 and GLTC was expelled in September
2020. Carnilinx and Best Tobacco remain members.
When the tobacco sales ban was lifted on 18 August
2020 after 144 days, the effect of lockdown on the
smoking landscape became clearer. Forcing smokers
to buy illegally during the ban had normalised the act
of selling and buying illicit brands for both retailers
and consumers. With illicit brands slashing their prices again – in many cases back below the MCT level – many smokers who switched from legal to illicit
(tax-evading) brands stayed with them.

The full video of each ‘buy’ and a detailed, confidential report of the TJSA investigation was submitted to
SARS and the Government Ministries of Health, Police
and Trade on January 15, 2021. A report and documentary are available at www.taxjusticesa.co.za.

A post-ban December study by REEP concluded: “The
fact that so many people were able to purchase cigarettes, despite the ban, suggests that the illicit market, which was already well established before the
lockdown, became even more entrenched.”6

An Ipsos mystery shopper study in February found
that, in some provinces, three out of every four retail
outlets were selling a pack of 20 cigarettes below the
R20.01 MCT. Brands registered to GLTC were found to
comprise half of all products selling below MCT that
were identified by the nationwide research. Brands
registered to Carnilinx were the next most prevalent,
being identified as the cheapest brands on sale in 16%
of the nationally representative sample of retailers
visited, with 48% of these selling Carnilinx brands at
below MCT. The lowest purchase price for a 10-pack
carton equated to just R6.30 per pack.8

Independent research by market researchers Ipsos in
2021 suggests the trade in illicit trade has been getting
even more widespread.

REEP found that BAT (-14.4%), JTI (-9.9%) and Philip
Morris (-14%) had all lost market share post-lockdown.
By contrast, manufacturers whom we define as illicit – GLTC (+10.8%), Carnilinx (+3.8%), Best Tobacco
(+88.6%), Pacific (+86.1%), ATM (+29.1%) and Afroberg
(+406.1%) – had all gained and kept market share.7
TJSA conducted its own retail investigation at the end
of 2020.

After the double-inflation excise increase announced
by the Finance Minister in February, Ipsos conducted
a second study. An astonishing three-quarters (74%)
of retail outlets in Gauteng, Western Cape and Free
State were found openly selling illegal cigarettes - an
increase of more than 7% on the first study.

In the manner of a ‘mystery shopper’, our undercover
researcher visited 43 outlets in Cape Town, Durban,
Johannesburg and Pretoria over six days between 27
November and 2 December 2020.
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Brands registered to GLTC and those of manufacturers
affiliated to FITA appeared to be competing furiously in
the country’s illegal market, with cigarettes selling for as
little as R6 per pack – a fraction of the MCT of R21.60.
A shocking 85% of GLTC-registered brands bought in
the survey were sold below MCT. And almost every
single pack (99%) of its Remington Gold purchased in
the survey was below the MCT.
A third survey conducted by Ipsos in June found the
rampant illegal trade was showing little sign of relenting.
Shops selling illegal cigarettes in the Eastern Cape had
more than doubled since the first study. Five times as
many outlets on petrol forecourts were now selling
illegal cigarettes than the previous study.
The Ipsos reports prompted GLTC to retaliate by claiming they are victims of a smear campaign by the multinationals.
A day after GLTC claimed to be above reproach, cops
in Limpopo seized R3 million worth of illicit Remington
Gold being transported in a bus and trailer at the
Beitbridge border.
In the same week, SA National Defence Force soldiers
bust smugglers with almost R2m worth of illicit
cigarettes in Madimbo, Northern Province, and cops
intercepted a fuel tanker packed with R7m worth of
cigarettes near Musina, Limpopo.
“These busts are massive but, sadly, they’re just the
tip of the iceberg,” said TJSA founder Yusuf Abramjee.
“Shops across the country are full of these illicit cigarettes, which rob us of billions in desperately needed
taxes. Gold Leaf are leading the illegal price war in what
has become the biggest cigarette black market in the
world.”
TJSA decided to run a new investigation to measure the
depth of this flood of tax-evading contraband.
Our researcher visited stores in Cape Town, Johannesburg and Pretoria with the aim of buying large volumes
of illicit cigarettes.
The evidence he encountered proved that the rampant
black market in tax-evading cigarettes is overwhelming
the retail sector.
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PRIMARY RESEARCH
and part of a busy shopping area. Fellow customers generally appeared to be working class and with modest income.

Tax Justice SA conducted its second undercover investigation to assess the depth of the illicit cigarette trade that is
now widespread in South Africa. We wanted to establish
how easy it is to buy large volumes of illicit cigarettes and to
prove that they cannot be dismissed as an anomaly.

Almost all stores were bustling with trade from customers
who had walked in to make day-to-day purchases. No stores
displayed the prices of their cigarettes.

In our first investigation in December 2020, our mystery
shopper asked for the cheapest pack of cigarettes available
in each store. He was able to buy a pack of cigarettes at below the Minimum Collectible Tax rate in 42 of the 43 stores
visited in Cape Town, Durban, Johannesburg and Pretoria.

Apologists for the illicit cigarette trade often claim that
a below-MCT price is not necessarily an indication of foul
play. They say that retailers in the informal sector often
sell cigarettes at a loss to attract customers from whom they
make profits through other purchases on the same visit. But
our mystery shopper made clear he was interested in no
other purchases.

In the second investigation in July/August 2021 our mystery
shopped sought to buy cartons (10 packs) and mastercases (50 cartons/500 packs) at well below the new MCT of
R21.60.

Our mystery shopper asked for cheap cigarettes that he
could buy in volumes of at least 10 packs. He also asked
if it was possible to purchase mastercases of these cheap
cigarettes and if a discount would apply.

We narrowed our target area to Cape Town, Johannesburg
and Pretoria and did not revisit any outlets we had bought
in during the first study. The mystery shopper visited stores
that describe themselves as superettes, supermarkets, cash
and carrys and wholesalers. Each was small, privately run

As in the first investigation, all shop visits were recorded
using a hidden camera.
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RESULTS
The results of the investigation show that it is staggeringly easy to buy large quantities of cigarettes at a price that
shows taxes are being evaded on a massive scale. Our mystery shopper was able to buy cartons (10 packs) of cigarettes below the Minimum Collectible Tax (MCT) of R21.60 in
24 of the 25 stores he visited.

Tobacco (GLTC) and their former FITA affiliates Carnilinx and
Afroberg.
Brands belonging to GLTC were by far the most frequently
bought below MCT, accounting for 20 purchases of the total
36.
Most of these GLTC purchases were of Remington Gold,
which was offered for sale in the vast majority of stores at
prices as low as R8.60. Our shopper made eight purchases
of Remington Gold for R12 per pack or less and was never
asked to pay more than R19.

He made a total of 36 separate purchases of cigarettes
priced at R20 per pack or below. More than half of those
(20) were cigarettes priced at R10 or below.
In eight of the stores, our shopper bought mastercases (50
cartons/500 packs) of these illicit cigarettes. In virtually all
other stores where he asked to do so, he was told it could be
arranged with a phone call.

GLTC’s other brands bought below MCT were Sahawi (lowest price R9.4 per pack), Savannah (R16), Sharp (19.10) and
Chicago (R19.50).

The cheapest carton purchased equated to R6.50 per pack.
The cheapest mastercase purchased equated to R6 per
pack – almost 20% cheaper than the lowest-priced buys in
our first investigation. This significant reduction suggests a
fierce price war is taking place between rivals in the illicit
cigarette trade.

Twelve purchases were made of brands belonging to members of the Fair-Trade Independent Tobacco Association
(FITA).
Brands belonging to FITA member Carnilinx were the second most frequently bought illicit cigarettes, including Shasha (R7), VIP (R9.20), Mega (R12.5), JFK (15), Premium (19)
and Richman (R19). Brands belonging to fellow FITA members Afroberg (Cape R6, Red&Black R6.5, Ossum R9) and
Best Tobacco (Caesar R16) were also purchased.

Only two stores provided receipts despite their legal requirement to do so. One of those receipts stated VAT had been
charged at 14%. Since April 1, 2018 the VAT rate has been 15%.
The store that provided that receipt is located in direct sight
of a police headquarters barely 100m away. Despite the
proximity of authorities supposed to be enforcing the law,
the retailer did not bat an eyelid in selling our researcher
500 packs of Remington Gold for R4 300 – a price R6 500
less than the tax that should be paid on them.

Our researcher bought a total of 5 691 packs of cigarettes.
The MCT on the purchases was R122 925.60. The total price
paid by our researcher less than half that - R52 141.
A full chronological list or the purchases made in the investigation is available in Appendix A.

Time and again, our mystery shopper was offered illicit
cigarettes bearing the same familiar names – Gold Leaf

Appendix B displays the purchases in order of price per pack
of 20.

POSTSCRIPT
In a statement, Gold Leaf Tobacco Corporation’s trade association, SATO, says: “GLTC emphatically denies all and any allegations
of illicit trading.” Sinen Mnguni, the chairman of FITA, declined to discuss our investigation, but he has previously stated that all
FITA members are tax-compliant.
FITA apparently no longer represents Afroberg, whose name has been removed from its website. Although it claims to speak on
behalf of the local tobacco industry, FITA’s membership now accounts for barely a third of South Africa’s cigarette producers.
When TJSA visited Afroberg’s factory in Amalgam South, Johannesburg, on separate occasions in September and November
there was no visible sign of business activity.
A new Ipsos report, published at the start of November, shows brands belonging to Afroberg are still being sold below MCT
despite the company’s factory apparently being shuttered for months.
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SUMMARY
Our investigation proves there is a ready supply of illicit cigarettes across South Africa and storekeepers are keen to sell them
without fear of the consequences from law enforcement authorities. Retailers apparently feel no threat from police or SARS for
stocking and selling illicit brands, even when it is self-evident that tax cannot have been paid because the retail price is just a
fraction of what the tax alone should have been.
Our research showed cigarettes are being sold as cheaply as R6 a packet – almost 20% cheaper than previously, suggesting a
fierce illegal price war more than a year since the lifting of the sales ban.
We were often offered (on video) a further discount if we bought bulk quantities of mastercases, suggesting the price being paid
further up the distribution chain is even lower.
Such figures are way below what can be plausibly explained away. To pay excise of R18.78 + 15% VAT, and then sell the product
at a fraction of that price, is not a remotely credible business model. No business can survive, let alone prosper, by consistently
paying more in tax on their product than they sell it for. This is without allowing for the cost of raw materials, production, distribution and packaging.
The South African Revenue Service (SARS) introduced production-counter regulations in 2020 that are meant to give them an
overiew of every cigarette manufactured in the country.
It is patently obvious that these regulations are not being enforced, or are being circumvented by unscrupulous, tax-evading manufacturers. Industry estimates state that illegal sales now account for more than half of South Africa’s cigarette trade. This black
market – the biggest in the world – will rob the fiscus of more than R19 billion in unpaid duty this year alone.
Now more than ever, our economy cannot afford this industrial-scale looting.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Whatever measures have been taken by the authorities since
Tax Justice SA submitted its first investigation report in January, they have woefully failed to stem the rising tide of illicit
cigarettes.

•

The arrest and prosecution of those running these
organisations who are in our view stealing from the
public purse by evading tax and excise, and currently
believe they are above the law

All research shows that criminals in the illicit cigarette trade
are looting the nation of vital tax revenue at alarming and
increasing rates. Their networks are becoming even deeper
entrenched and every day this is allowed to continue they
will become harder to remove.

•

Seizure of their assets – bought with the billions looted
from the South African people in tax evasion – and the
return of that money to its rightful owners – the State
and its people

•

A minimum price for tobacco products at retail and
wholesale level of 30% above MCT, below which they
are automatically recognised as illegal and instantly
seized

Tax Justice SA urges the Government to make tackling this
menace a national priority and calls on authorities to institute the following:
•

Immediate enforcement of SARS’ production-counter
regulations that will ensure all licensed manufacturers
account for every cigarette that they make

•

An education programme for retailers, paid for from
tobacco excise, to help them identify which brands are
illicit and cannot be sold

•

Closure by SARS of any tobacco manufacturing plant
producing brands of cigarettes being sold beneath the
MCT

•

A national inquiry into the South African tobacco industry that will rid us of the scourge of illicit cigarettes once
and for all.
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APPENDIX

Tuesday July 13
Shop (Cape Town)

Purchase

Cost

Per pack

Maker

Dafodil Trading, Athlone

Oxford

R70

R7

Olomide (Zimbabwe)

Lincoln Suppy Store, Athlone

Premium

R190

R19

Carnilinx

Al-Mecca Superette, Heideveld

Richman

R190

R19

Carnilinx

Ossum

R90

R1

Afroberg

Cape

R3 000

R9

Afroberg

Supermatch

R3 000

R6

Mastermind (Kenya)

Sweets N More Supermarket, Montague Gardens

Golden Bird (32)

R2 560

R6

China?

Nuune Store, Bellville

Remington Gold

R4 300

R8

GLTC

Remington Gold (9)

R171

R8

GLTC

Purchase

Cost

Per pack

Maker

Chicago

R195

R19.5

GLTC

Sahawi

R100

R10

GLTC

JFK

R150

R15

Carnilinx

Mega

R125

R12.5

Carnilinx

Shasha

R70

R7

Carnilinx

Caesar

R160

R16

Best Tobacco

Remington Gold

R95

R9.5

GLTC

VIP

R92

R9.2

Carnilinx

Shasha

R75

R7.5

Carnilinx

Remington Gold

R4 300

R8.6

GLTC

Chicago

R10 000

R20

GLTC

Sahawi (22)

R2 134

R9.7

GLTC

Quick Bitez, Goodwood
Kulmiye Wholesalers, Bellville
Nuune Store, Bellville

OnMain Supermarket, Parow

Wednesday July 14
Shop
365 Cash & Carry Supermarket, Bishop Lavis

Eerste River Cash&Carry, Eerste River

Nu-Lite Cash&Carry, Eerste River

Nice&Tasty Superette, Mitchells Plain
Victoria Cash&Carry, Grassy Park
365 Cash & Carry Supermarket, Bishop Lavis
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Monday August 2
Shop (Johannesburg)

Purchase

Cost

Per pack

Maker

Sahawi

R90

R9

9 GLTC

Red & Black

R65

R6.5

6.5 Afroberg

Savannah

R160

R16

16 GLTC

Remington Gold

R120

R12

12 GLTC

Sahawi

R4 700

R9.4

9.4 GLTC

Bilal Wholesale, Church Street, Mayfair

Mayfair Supermarket, Church Street, Mayfair

Mehjabin Supermarket, Albertina Sisulu, Mayfair

Tuesday August 3
Shop

Purchase

Cost

Per pack

Maker

Remington Gold

R140

R14

GLTC

Taxi Supermarket, Sisulu St, Pretoria Central

Shasha

R100

R10

Carnilinx

Monate, Lilian Ngoyi St, Pretoria Central

Legends

R24

R12

Potomac

Al Madina Supermarket, Lilian Ngoyi St, Pretoria Central #1

Remington Gold

R100

R10

GLTC

Al Madina Supermarket, Lilian Ngoyi St, Pretoria Central #2

Remington Gold

R4 850

R9.7

GLTC

Central Supermarket, Central Ave, Kempton Park, J’burg

Remington Gold

R270

R9

GLTC

Sharp

R585

R19.5

GLTC

Remington Gold

R120

R12

GLTC

Sharp

R200

R20

GLTC

Sharp

R9 550

R19.1

GLTC

JHW Trading, Sisulu St, Pretoria Central

MA Sweet Supermarket, Pretoria Road, Kempton Park, J’burg

Central Supermarket, 4 Central Ave, Kempton Park, J’burg
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Purchases by price
Per pack

Shop

Cost

Maker

Shop
Kulmiye Wholesalers, Bellville

R6

Cape x 500

R3 000

Afroberg

R6

Supermatch x 500

R3 000

Mastermind

R6.5

Red & Black X 10

R65

Afroberg

Bilal Wholesale, Church Street, Mayfair, J’burg

R7

Oxford x 10

R70

Olomide

Dafodil Trading, Athlone

R7

Shasha x 10

R70

Carnilinx

Eerste River Cash&Carry, Eerste River

R7.5

Shasha x 10

R75

Carnilinx

Nu-Lite Cash&Carry, Eerste River

Golden Bird x 320

R2 560

China?

R8.6

Remington Gold x 500

R4 300

GLTC

Nuune Store, Bellville

R8.6

Remington Gold x 500

R4 300

GLTC

Nice&Tasty Superette, Mitchells Plain

R9

Remington Gold x 30

R270

GLTC

Central Smkt, 4 Central Ave, Kempton Park

R9

Sahawi x10

R90

GLTC

Bilal Wholesale, Church Street, Mayfair, J’burg

R9

Ossum x 10

R90

Afroberg

Quick Bitez, Goodwood

R9.2

VIP x 10

R92

Carnilinx

Nu-Lite Cash&Carry, Eerste River

R9.4

Sahawi x 500

R4 700

GLTC

Mehjabin, Albertina Sisulu, Mayfair, J’burg

R9.5

Remington Gold x 10

R95

GLTC

Nu-Lite Cash&Carry, Eerste River

R9.7

Sahawi x 220

R2 134

GLTC

365 Cash & Carry Smkt, Bishop Lavis

R9.7

Remington Gold x 500

R4 850

GLTC

Al Madina Smkt, Lilian Ngoyi Street, Pretoria Central

R10

Sahawi x 10

R100

GLTC

365 Cash & Carry Smkt, Bishop Lavis

R10

Shasha X 10

R100

Carnilinx

R10

Remington Gold x 10

R100

GLTC

Al Madina Smkt, Lilian Ngoyi Street, Pretoria Central

R12

Remington Gold x 10

R120

GLTC

Mayfair Smkt, Church Street, Mayfair, J’burg

R12

Legends x 2

R24

Potomac

Monate, Lilian Ngoyi Street, Pretoria Central

R12

Remington Gold x 10

R120

GLTC

Mega x 10

R125

Carnilinx

R14

Remington Gold x 10

R140

GLTC

R15

JFK x 10

R150

Carnilinx

R16

Caesar x 10

R160

Best Tobacco

R16

Savannah x 10

R160

GLTC

R19

Premium x 10

R190

Carnilinx

Lincoln Suppy Store, Athlone

R19

Richman x 10

R190

Carnilinx

Al-Mecca Superette, Heideveld

R19

Remington Gold x 9

R171

GLTC

OnMain Smkt, Parow

R19.1

Sharp x 500

R9 550

GLTC

Central Smkt,, 4 Central Ave, Kempton Park

R19.5

Chicago x 10

R195

GLTC

365 Cash & Carry Supermarket, Bishop Lavis

R19.5

Sharp x 30

R585

GLTC

Central Smkt, Central Ave, Kempton Park

R20

Sharp x 10

R200

GLTC

MA Sweet Smkt, Pretoria Road, Kempton Park

R20

Chicago x 500

R10 000

GLTC

Victoria Cash&Carry, Grassy Park

R8

R12.5
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Nuune Store, Bellville

Sweets N More Smkt, Montague Gardens

Taxi Smkt, Sisulu Street, Pretoria Centre

MA Sweet Smkt, Pretoria Road, Kempton Park
Eerste River Cash&Carry, Eerste River
JHW Trading, Sisulu St, Pretoria Central
365 Cash & Carry Supermarket, Bishop Lavis
Eerste River Cash&Carry, Eerste River
Mayfair Smkt, Church Street, Mayfair, J’burg
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Founded by Yusuf Abramjee, TJSA is
working to raise awareness of this
national menace and show how these
stolen funds could be used to build a
better nation.
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Tax Justice SA (TJSA) is rallying South
Africans and the Government to take
action against organised criminal gangs
that are plundering our nation of R100
million every day via illicit trade.

TA

ABOUT TAX JUSTICE
SOUTH AFRICA

The campaign is supported by Makali
Lepholisa, former Commissioner for
Customs in Lesotho, and Andy Mashaile,
Interpol Turn Back Crime Ambassador,
who join Yusuf as the Directors of TJSA.
#LockThemUp
For media queries contact Yusuf
Abramjee: yusuf@taxjusticesa.co.za and
+27 82 441 4203
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Watch the TJSA documentary on the investigation
on our YouTube channel
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